CHOIS POOLS USA
1927 Harbor Blvd Tustin Costa Mesa CA 92627
Chois Pool Warranty
This warranty covers the pool only supplied by Chois Pools USA., which includes the metal superstructure and the polyester
reinforced membrane water containment structure. Excluded from this warranty are pumps and electric motors, which are
warranted by the manufacturer. To validate this limited warranty, the pool must be registered with Chois Pools USA, please
provide all information requested on the warranty registration form and mail within 4 weeks of purchase to the address above.
Warranty will be voided when installed improperly on disturbed earth.
This warranty only covers pools sold to authorized dealers by Chois Pools USA. To obtain performance under this warranty, first
contact the dealer from whom the product was purchased. Pre-registration with the serial number of the pool on file is required to
validate the warranty. This dealer may correct the defect or arrange to send the damaged/defected component back to Chois
Pools USA, for repair after acquiring authorization from Chois Pools USA (freight pre-paid)
Chois Pools USA Pools, are designed for your swimming enjoyment. Entry and exit from your pool should be by a proper above
ground swimming pool ladder.
CONDITION OF THIS LIMITED WARRANTY
This limited warranty is extended to the original purchaser and is non-transferable.
This limited warranty covers only the pool supplied by Chois Pools USA.
Two-Year limited Warranty Five year prorated warranty 10 year part replacement at the rate of 10% discount of the price of
replacement part per year. End of five years 50% of cost of part.
Should the product fail its essential purpose in its entirety, warrantor will repair or replace the offending part or at our option, free
of charge. Purchaser will be responsible for all costs associated with packaging and shipping the product. to Should the product
contain material or workmanship issues beyond our control , legacy Pool Korea Choi portable will repair or replace the product,
at our option, free of charge. Purchaser will be responsible for all costs associated with packaging and shipping product. This
warranty excludes any liability other than that expressly stated previously, including but not limited to, any incidental or
inconsequential damages This Liquidation and limitation of damages clause is the sole remedy as provided in warranty. Upon
purchase of product buyer has reviewed the product warranty and limitations. No provision in law shall be construed to invalidate
consequential damages. The warranty offers no precise definition of essential purpose. Buyer must demonstrate reasonable
diligence and limit incidental and Inconsequential definition resulting from claim

Non-warranty Exclusions. The use of patio bocks under the side pipes to prevent sinkage and sand or other substances under
the liner rendering the liner unable to adjust to the sinking from the weight of the water Diving from the side of the pool or other
rough play that could cause the separation of the stirrup straps from the pool itself. (We recommend driving a three foot piece of
re-bar steel into the ground at the base of the U-pipe. Damaged caused by any outside entity. Weeping pools: weeping is a
natural process of excess air leaching out of the after the compression of the water weight. Ultraviolet of a liner in hot
temperature climates is not covered. Use of a vinyl protectant if this condition exists in your area is indicated. A seam kit is
included for reapplying seams. Seam reattachment is available at the rate of 150.00 minimum charge, prepaid to private re-seam
facility. Liners are required to be clean of dirt and debris, and folded on a pallet, side to be repaired clearly marked, and shipped
to Los Angeles California. Out of warranty reseaming is available at a ratio of the full reseam or partial. Cost is determined after
inspection – 150.00 to 800.00 estimates are of the norm as of 12-31-2009
DO NOT JUMP OR DIVE INTO POOL…EVER!!!
Use A Safety Ladder with Small Children Indicated
All Children Should Always be Supervised
Do Not Use Bottom Drain, All Suction Should Be At The Top Of The Pool

